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Sustainability+
“Meet+the+needs+of+the+present+genera6on++
++without+compromising+the+ability+of++
++future+genera6ons+to+meet+their+own+needs”+
+
+++++++++;+Brundtland+Commission,+1987+



Sustainability+
Meet+our+needs+(and+desires)+in+ways+that+
don’t+harm+the+planet+or+other+people.+



Footprint 

The negative impacts of  
all the processes needed to  
sustain or produce 
something. 

Flickr: Hu! 





Sustainability: 
Shrink your 
footprint. 

Flickr: chuddlesworth 



ENERGY WATER 

CLIMATE HEALTH 

But Every Product Has Many 
Footprints 

B. Monginoux / Landscape-Photo.net (cc by-nc-nd) Flickr: Carvalho;Lourenco 



The+planet+would+be+beHer+off+without+me?+





Becoming Positive… 
We can’t shrink our way to 
Positive. 
To become healers, 
We Must Give More than we 
Take. 



What+do+you+Take?+
Person:+What+is+required+to+sustain+you.+

Organiza6on:+What+is+required+to+enable+you+to++
++ +offer+what+you+offer+to+the+world.+

Product:+What+is+required+to+offer+it+to+the+world.++



What+do+you+Give?+



If#We#Want#to#be#NetPos.ve,##
######We’ve#Got#To#Learn#To#Give.##
#



Can+we+give+on+the+very+same+
impact+dimensions+that+we+take?+
+++++++++++++
++++++++++++Put+resources+into+the+earth?+
++++++++++++Take+CO2+out+of+the+atmosphere?+



Introducing Handprints 
Handprints are positive impacts 
we cause to happen 
relative to “business as usual” 



Handprints were defined in relation to 
Footprints,  
so that  {Handprint > Footprint} ! 
NetPositive •  Built on LCA using the same 

metrics as Footprints 
•  Same Impact Dimensions: 

Supply Chains and Life 
Cycles 

•  Footprinting: Shared 
Responsibility 

•  Handprinting: Shared Credit 



A handprint of a product is 
the sum total of positive 
impacts 
we create. 
 
 
 
 
 
A footprint of a product is 
the sum total of negative 
impacts caused by the 
process necessary to 
produce it.  



With+NetPosi6ve,+it’s+Not+a+Not+
"  Your+footprint+remains+in+the+limelight.+
"  And+shares+it+with+your+handprint.+



Handprints+are+About+Change#

•  You+create+a+handprint+when+you+cause#a#
change+to+business+as+usual+(BAU).+

•  For+a+business,+basic+BAU+=+responding+to+
this+year’s+demand+with+last+year’s+product.++



3 ways to create 
Handprints 



Step 1: Reduce your own 
footprint:   

* Reformulate/redesign your good or service 
* Switch suppliers, or promote innovation in your 
supply chain 
* Green your own production operations 



Your footprint 

Humanity's 
Footprint 

We’ve constrained the good we can 
do by the harm we're now causing. 



Step 2: Help anyone/
everyone else reduce their 
footprint  

* Make your product more e"cient for others to use 
* Engage/inform/inspire users to use more wisely 
* Share innovations or research 
* Grow demand for NetPositive goods and services 



Step 3: Think outside the 
foot! 
Take generative actions:   

 * Plant a tree 
 * Protect or restore habitat or other ecosystems 
 * Promote healing, health, and human development 



SHINE &ILFI have jointly 
released the Handprint 
Calculator 
Free, Web-based; downloadable available 
Upload/enter pieces, explore/see the whole 
Interactive, what-if, sensitivity/uncertainty 
Compare handprints of multiple innovations 
Bring Handprinting to life, for yourself and 
others 
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Sustainability+
“Meet+the+needs+of+the+present+genera6on++
++without+compromising+the+ability+of++
++future+genera6ons+to+meet+their+own+needs”+
+
+++++++++;+Brundtland+Commission,+1987+



1.+The+provision+of+what+is+necessary+
+++++for+the+health,+welfare,+maintenance,+
+++++and+protec6on+of+someone+or+something.+



Sustainability+as+Care+
Caring+for+ourselves+in+ways+that+care+for+others+



Your footprint 

Individual as 
Catalyst 

We’ve come to realize that  
Just doing our own bit 
Won’t cut it. 



I can check and properly inflate my tires.  
This will reduce my carbon footprint by 1%. 



Scale by 100 by getting 5 friends to join me with 
gauges and pumps at a supermarket parking lot one 
afternoon. 



Scale by… 1000?  Hand the lucky drivers a card about 
handprinting, encouraging them to do their own “pump 
day.” 



Scale by a mind-boggling amount if Handprinter.org 
has a crowd-sourced, crowd-assessed database of 
action ideas, and humanity is striving for NetPositive. 



Design for Ripple 
E!ects 
 

Harness 
the abundance you create 
to create more 
abundance 



Energy Handprinting 
 
Water heater blankets can reduce 
standby heat losses by 25%–45% and 
save about 4%–9% in water heating 
costs, allowing for a pay-o! of about 
a year1. 

1energy.gov 



Use 9 months savings from 1 donated 
blanket to: 
   * Buy and give 2 more blankets 
   * Support a school activity 







IMPERATIVE 
CERTIFICATION 

 
7 Imperatives 
Including 
 4 Core 
Imperatives 

PETAL 
CERTIFICATION 

 
3 Petals, one of 
which must be 
Energy, Water or 
Materials 
+ include 
4 Core 
Imperatives 

FULL 
CERTIFICATION 

 
All Imperatives 
are Mandatory 



Handprin6ng+icon+needed+
on+Impera6ves+5+and+18?+


















